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Abstract

Prior studies (Market and Clark 1992) have shown that this
maximum is not artificially generated by the large human population present in the same area. Using 14 years of tornado
reports from Storm Data and population figures from the 1980
census, they attempted to correlate tornado events to human
population on a county-by-county basis to no avail; they found
a correlation co-efficient of 0.19 at a confidence interval of
0.95. At the same time they successfully demonstrated that
these tornadoes formed a significant secondary maximum as
opposed to a random fluctuation in tornado occurrence using
the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test. Here the region
of highest tornado frequency (over northeast Maryland, northern Delaware, and extreme southeastern Pennsylvania) was
tested against the rest of the region bounded by 38° to 42°
North and 74° to 78° West. Thus, a real maximum in tornado
frequency had been positively identified over one of the most
densely populated sections of the United States.
Having confirmed the reality and significance of the maximum, the task became one of identifying those surface atmospheric conditions which best foster tornado generation in this
area. There are a number of papers that focus on the upper
air conditions that generate severe weather in the Northeast
(Giordano 1987; Harnack and Quinlan 1988) and even focus
on the eastern mid-Atlantic States region (Giordano and Fritsch
1991; Iovino 1993). Yet, few studies have addressed the surface
scenario leading to severe weather in the Northeast. A study
by Williams (1976) examining surface parameters attending
tornado OCCUITences was broken down by season and geographic region. That study provided average surface parameter
values for the whole Northeast for the months of June through
August, the seasonal period considered in this study. Further
consideration of Williams' findings will be given later.
A preliminary study by the author sought to identify a dominant synoptic pattern for tornado generation in the eastern midAtlantic States region (38° to 42° North and 74° to 78° West).
Examination of 33 tornado days in the region of interest failed
to yield a clearly defined surface synoptic setting in which
tornadoes are generated. However, more than half of the tornadoes studied developed near warm or cold frontal boundaries
or non-frontal troughs of the like described by Weisman (1990a,
b). Fortunately, in an anticipated tornadic atmosphere, any such
boundary would be monitored and viewed with suspicion. Ultimately, it was necessary to search for signatures on a finer
spatial and temporal scale than the synoptic.
In examining the sub-synoptic atmosphere, standard surface
observations were of greatest interest, as they are the most
easily and frequently monitored. Evaluation of atmospheric
parameters and recognizing patterns therein are two primary

For many years, there has been evidence of a minor tornado
frequency maximum in the eastern mid-Atlantic region of the
United States. Previous studies have shown that the maximum
is not generated by the large human population there. Thus,
there must be some meteorological process( es) at work generating an anomalous number of tornado occurrences in that area.
To identify atmospheric conditions at the suiface precursor to
tornado development in this region 38° to 42° North and 74° to
78° West,fourteen tornado days were examinedfrom the summer
months (June-August) between 1975 and 1993. Analyses of
hourly suiface data (as would be available to operational forecasters) were employed, with emphasis on individual parameter
fields (temperature, dew point, etc.) These parameters were
evaluated on a case-by-case basis and were also composited.
Composites are averages of gridded values, where the grids
are centered on the event location at the time of the event. The
most striking findings were that tornadoes in the region nearly
always formed on or very near a suiface thermal axis; also, a
large number of events were found to occur very near or in an
isolated moisture (dew point) convergence maximum. Composites of the various parameters and one case study are provided
for review. The ultimate goal of this work is to augment severe
weather nowcasting in the heavily populated eastern midAtlantic States region.

1. Introduction

a. Purpose
For at least 45 years, tornado climatologies have identified a
minor tornado frequency maximum in the eastern mid-Atlantic
States region. Numerous analyses of the United States tornado
climatology (e.g., Flora 1958; Kelly et al. 1978; National
Weather Service [NWS] 1982; Tecson and Fujita 1982) have
consistently shown the existence of this maximum. Though
older analyses bore many inaccuracies (Court 1970), more
recent efforts have eliminated many of those older biases as in
the NWS effort (Fig. 1). The region in question changes location
slightly with each analysis but generally lies along a broad
swath from Washington, D.C. , to the north and east through
Baltimore, and on to Philadelphia. That area is home to over
nine million people, a number exceeding the combined populations of Kansas and Oklahoma. This elevated rate of occurrence
affecting such high human population densities lends as much
relevance to the study of this maximum as those for regions
with high tornado occurrence and relatively sparse human
populations.
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Fig. 1. National tornado incidence map reproduced from the National Weather Service (1982) . Boxed, shaded region is the area of concern
for this study, enclosing 38° to 42° North and 74° to 78° West.

keys to the severe weather forecasting process (Johns and DosweIl 1992). This work aims to provide those keys as they
apply in the eastern mid-Atlantic States region. Those surface
parameters which seem most important will be scrutinized as
wiIl the patterns that attend them.

b. Data
Of the 33 tornado days mentioned above, 14 days were
examined from the period 1975 through 1993 (Table I) including events near both warm and cold frontal boundaries. These
14 events provided a representative sample of the tornadic
activity in the region while aIlowing the study to be completed
in a timely fashion. Only events in the warm season (June
through August) were considered. AIl events were chosen from
the region enclosed by 38° to 42° North and 74° to 78° West
In addition, no preference was given to stronger tornadoes that
occurred there, as they are relatively rare.
At least 38 tornadoes were reported in the eastern midAtlantic States region on the 14 days mentioned before based
on reports from the University of Chicago's DAPPL tape and

Storm Data. For dates prior to 1992, surface data for those days
were obtained from the NOAA National Climatic Data Center
(NCDC) on microfiche and manually digitized. In the years
1992-93, data were automatically archived onto disk. Temperature, dew point, equivalent potential temperature Theta-e, dew
point flux divergence (DPFD), and 2-hour altimeter change
fields (not presented here) were examined for three hours preceding each tornado. Emphasis was placed on data from the
hour immediately preceding the event, although the evolution
of those fields was also important

Method
Composite analyses are for the hour directly before the tornado and are centered on the event site. Compo siting was
chosen to arrive at representative parameter fields in a typical
surface tornadic environment in this particular region. Values
for the composites were taken from GEMP AK objective analysis grid-point output and subjected to a simple average. The
spacing of the grid-points was every third of a degree of latitude
and longitude. Given the small area examined, no consideration
C.
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Table 1. Tornadic events studied and used to derive the
composite analyses.
Date

Time
UTe

Location

From DAPPL Tape:
06-20-75*
0000
39.6°N,77.1°W
06-28-76
2200 40.6°N,77.1°W
06-30-76*
1800 40.6°N,75.8°W
06-02-77*
0000
40.6°N, 75.3°W
06-09-77
1500 39.1°N,75.3°W
08-17-77*
1800 39.6°N,75.8°W
06-08-80*
0000
39.8°N, 76.8°W
08-11-83*
2000 40.6°N,75.3°W
07-05-84*
2300
40.3°N, 75.6°W
08-30-85*
1900 39.8°N, 76.1°W

F-scale
F
F
F
F

1
1
1
1

F2
F1

F3
F1

F2
F1

From Storm Data:
06-19-92*
1720
07-17-92*
2212
2234
2244
2245
07-31-92
1947
06-09-93* 2020

St. Thomas, PA
FO
2 N Hummelstown, PA**
F1
F1
2 N Palmyra, PA
3 N Annville, PA
Funnel Cloud
2 W Washingtonville, PA
F1
2 NE Tullytown , PA
FO
Near Coatesville, PA
F1
' Events used to prepare the parameter composites.
" Location from city in statute miles and compass directions (e.g., 2 N
is two statute miles north of (location) ).

was made for map factors. These data were then re-analyzed
for the final contour analyses which follow .
Of the fourteen days analyzed, eleven included tornadoes
sufficiently inside the data area to yield robust gridded values.
Events close to the coast lacked data over the ocean for any
sort of meaningful analysis . Thus, three of the fourteen cases
were not included in the grid averages for each composite.
One case study is provided for an F3 tornado occurrence
near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on 27 July 1994. Hourly surface meso-analyses will be shown, depicting the evolution of
surface parameter fields in a tornadic environment. This case
study illustrates useful parallels with the composite analyses.

2. Composite Parameter Analyses

a. Temperature .
Initially, temperature was of prime consideration, as regions
of higher surface temperatures in a tornadic atmosphere typically imply greater buoyancy. However, the composite thermal
field is shown (Fig. 2) with a poorly-defined temperature axis
lying just east of the event site (approx. SO km), oriented southwest-northeast. West of the event, the isotherm pattern troughs
somewhat, defining the presence of colder air in the postconvective atmosphere.
It should be noted that some detail may have been lost in
these analyses due to the compositing process. In the temperature field , individual cases often exhibit a thermal axis that is
more pronounced. The cold air to the west is usually better
defined in each separate case also. Regardless, this arrangement
places the tornado on a temperature gradient with cold air to
the west generated by such mechanisms as reduced insolation
due to the approaching cloud mass, cold downdraft outflow,
or simply post-cold frontal flow. In some cases used for the
composites cold frontal boundaries had already pushed into the

northwestern portion of the grid, resulting in appreciably lower
temperatures .
Nevertheless, the composite places the average tornado about
SO km west of the thermal axis. The temperature at the event
site averages 28°C (from the four grid points forming a box
around the event location), with a sample standard deviation
of 2.2°C.

b. Dew point
Moisture was examined using the dew point field which is
more poorly defined than that of temperature (Fig. 3). While
a gradient does exist west of the event site, the pattern becomes
diffuse in the eastern half of the grid. As with temperature,
individual cases often have axes that are better defined than
indicated here. Still, we can see the presence of drier (colder)
air in the northwestern portion of the grid. Composite dew
point temperatures average 21°C over the event site (using the
above method applied to temperature), with a sample standard
deviation of 1.4 dc.

c. Equivalent potential temperature
The Theta-e field is better defined than that for dew point,
but less so than that of temperature. This is not surprising, as
Theta-e can be thought of as a parameter for combining the
thermal and moisture fields . Figure 4 shows that the Theta-e
field does exhibit a vague axis feature to the east of the event
site, thus mirroring the temperature field.
The composite event occurs on the leading edge of an appreciable Theta-e gradient, which is known to be a favored area
for severe weather development (Ruthi and Kimple 1977; Brady
et al. 1982). However, the composite indicates the tornado
developing just west of the axis of the warmest, most humid,
and perhaps, most buoyant surface atmosphere.
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Fig. 2. Composite temperature analysis (0C) for the hour prior to
tornado occurrence. The bold T at the center represents the tornado
location and will be so in Figs. 3-5 also.
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is the most revealing of all the parameters considered. Here:

:::41.5"N.

• Td is the surface dew point
• yo is the del operator, and
· V is the observed wind.
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Fig . 3. Composite dew point analysis (0G) for the hour prior to
tornado occurrence.

Surface moisture convergence is a well-known parameter for
defining areas of severe weather generation (Newman 1972;
Waldstreicher 1989). Dew point flux divergence (DPFD) was
focused on after work by Hirt (1982), as it provided useful
values and patterns for comparison. Hirt expected to find the
strongest severe weather on the gradient of a dew point flux
divergence-'convergence couplet and less severe weather in or
east of an isolated convergence center.
However, Fig. 5 shows the typical tornado occurring just
east of an extremely well-defined DPFD convergence center
and without a divergence center to the east to form a couplet;
quite similar to the findings of Livingston and Darkow (1979)
for the Midwest. It should be noted here that many of the
individual cases used to make the composite analysis included
tornadoes that occurred in the center of a convergence maximum (six of the.eleven). Moreover, the evolution of the maxima
used to form the composite events was usually characterized
by quasi-stationary motion. Of the parameters examined, DPFD
appears to be the best parameter to use in locating those regions
most prone to tornado development, as its signature is best
defined. Typical values for DPFD in the tornado vicinity were
- 8 x 10- 4 DC S-I indicating moisture convergence, although
individual cases exhibited values that were much higher (from
- 2 to - 23 X 10- 4 DC S - I, the weakest and strongest cases in
the composite group).

e. Summary
These composites were created for the hour directly prior to
tornado occurrences during the months of June-August. Williams (1976) determined surface parameter values in tornadic
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Fig. 4. Composite Theta-e analysis (OK) for the hour prior to tornado occurrence.

d. Dew point flux divergence
While the dew point field alone may not yield much information, transports in that field do, and dew point flux divergence,
given by :
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Fig. 5. Composite dew point convergence analysis (values x 10- 4
°C S- 1) for the hour prior to tornado occurrence.
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atmospheres for those same summer months in the Northeast.
Williams found that the average surface temperature 0-3 hours
prior to tornado occurrence in· the Northeast was 7rF (25.0°C),
while the dew point average was 66°F (18.9°C). This compares
well with the above values of temperature (28°C) and dew
point (21°C) determined for this study. The values presented
here are higher, as they are from the southern extreme of Williams' Northeast area and were calculated only from the hour
prior to the tornado occurrence. Values for DPFD and Thetae were unavailable for comparison.

3. Case Study-27 July 1994
On the night of 27 July 1994, approximately 10 tornadoes
occurred in Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania ranging up
to F3 in intensity. These events took place on the warm side
of a quasi-stationary front that paralleled the coast (Fig. 6). At
0000 UTC 28 July 1994, upper air analyses (not shown)
depicted a broad trough present in the Midwest over Illinois
and Wisconsin. Weak isentropic upslope flow was present in
the lower troposphere over the mid-Atlantic States region, while

11~'

\\

farther aloft, at 250 mb, the right entrance region of a linear
jet streak existed over the same region. Both features favor
synoptic-scale rising motion.
Near the end of this mini-outbreak, an F3 tornado occurred
in Limerick Township in eastern Pennsylvania, killing three
people and injuring at least 25 more. This particular event was
unusually strong, especially for the time of day when it occurred, and will be the focus of the case study.
Examination of the thermal field (Fig. 7) clearly shows the
thermal gradient attending the quasi-stationary front. The Limerick tornado occurred at 0350 UTC on 28 July 1994. While
the event did not take place on a thermal axis per se, it did
develop In the warmest surface air in the region. This parameter's surface pattern evolved little over the prior 3 hours (not
shown). Much like temperature, the dew point pattern (Fig. 8)
also evolved little.
In contrast, a Theta-e axis takes form and propagates north
and east, arriving over the event site at the time of OCCUITence
(Figs. 9a-d). As we saw before, the warmest, most humid air
resided along the coast in the vicinity of the Limerick tornado.
Theta-e being a useful tool for combining thermal and moisture
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Fig. 6. Standard surface analysis valid 1200 UTe 28 July 1994. (Reproduced from the Daily Weather Map Weekly Series, U.S. Gov't Printing
Office, 1994.)
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Fig. 7. Temperature analysis (0C) valid at 0400 UTC 28 July 1994. The bold T highlights the tornado location
in this figure, and also in Figs. 8, 9d, and 10d.

Fig. 8. Dew pOint analysis (0C) valid at 0400 UTC 28 July 1994.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. Theta-e analyses (OK) valid at: (a) 0100 UTe; (b) 0200 UTe; (c) 0300 UTe; and (d) 0400 UTe 28 July 1994.

measurements, the evolution of this pattern suggests that the
most potentially buoyant surface air was indeed progressing
northeastward. This would coincide with the progression of
tornadic activity from northern Virginia into eastern PennsylvanIa.

Indeed, convection that spawned the severe weather occuned
east of a meso-low that was propagating to the northeast along
the quasi-stationary front. DPFD analyses (Figs. lOa-d) track
the motion of the low, with an important convergence center
residing east of the low center.
The convergence center of interest resides over the northern
Chesapeake Bay at 0100 UTC and moves very slowly northeastward retaining its signature as it does so. By 0400 UTC (at the
time of the event) the convergence maximum resides over the
event site, without a divergence center to the east to form a
couplet. Here we see an event that typifies the majority of cases
examined in detail when fonning the composite analyses. The

Limerick event occuned in the warmest surface air near the
center of a DPFD convergence maximum.
In spite of its F3 intensity, this event resembled many of the
weaker events used to compile the composites. Their common
bond is a tendency to form tornadic convection in or near a
convergent quasi-stationary surface DPFD maximum, whereas
Hirt (1982) expected more severe weather to be associated with
a convergence-divergence couplet in the DPFD field. Moreover,
this strong Limerick event also occuned in the center of a
convergence maximum without an accompanying divergence
center.

4. The Non-Event
A brief comment on the nature of non-events would seem
appropriate at this juncture. In cases where tornadic activity
does not occur, the DPFD pattern in particular is typically less
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10. Dew point flux divergence analyses (values x 10 - 4 De s-') valid at: (a) 0100 UTe; (b) 0200 UTe; (c) 0300 UTe; and (d) 0400 UTe
28 July 1994. Negative values denote regions of convergence.

well-defined, with centers (if they form) being short-lived and
generally lacking continuity from hour to hour. Both the experience of the author and cases examined in detail bear this out.
This is likely due to the lack of organization in the surface
flow regime observed with general convection to the degree
observed accompanying tornadic convection.

5. Conclusions
The presence of a real and significant (though minor) tornado
maximum in the eastern mid-Atlantic States region has been
shown and draws attention to the problem of forecasting such
activity in that area. Aside from a preference for a frontal
boundary as a focus for tornadic convective initiation, no synoptic pattern was identified which clearly signaled the likelihood
oftornadic activity. Well-known forecasting techniques (Miller
1972; Johns and Doswell 1992) work well for general synoptic
diagnosis of severe weather, although more detailed work could
certainly be performed for the eastern mid-Atlantic States

region as done for the Great Plains (Doswell 1980; Weaver
and Doesken 1991).
This study has demonstrated the usefulness of SUb-synoptic
patterns of DPFD in particular for identifying likely areas of
tornadic activity. In the work of Hirt (1982), stronger severe
weather is expected on the gradient between a couplet of dew
point convergence and divergence maxima. Over the midAtlantic States region, the preferred region appears to be in or
very near a dew point flux convergence center. In fact, only
two of the eleven composite events examined in this study
clearly showed a dew point flux divergence maximum east of
a convergence maximum, and tornadic activity on the gradient
between them. However, six of the eleven composite events
depicted tornadic activity very near or just east of a convergence
maximum, without a divergent center to the east to form a
couplet. The other three events resolved no clear pattern.
For tornadic events, the model in Fig. 11 is suggested based
on the composite studies. This model places tornadic activity
on a broad thermal axis. More importantly, tornadic activity
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contain more than three dozen color photographs of clouds with accompanying text. Cost: $9.50; $7.50 for NWA members.
Script-Slide Publication 2-88, Polar Orbiter Satellite Imagery Interpretation, July 1988, ISBN 1-883563-06-2, contains 76
(35mm) slides and comprehensive script addressing worldwide examples of polar orbiter satellite imagery. Examples include:
synoptic scale storm systems, jet streams, tropical cyclones, thunderstorms, land and ocean features, and basic cloud
identification. Written by Vincent 1. Oliver and prepared by NOAAJNational Environmental Satellite, Data and Information
Service (NESDIS) Satellite Applications Lab. Cost: $84.00; $70.00 for NWA members.
Script-Slide Publication 1-90, Winds of the World -As Seen in Weather Satellite Image/y, March 1990, ISBN 1-883563-07-0,
contains 79 (35mm) slides and comprehensive text addressing how low-level winds may be revealed in satellite imagery. The
groups of satellite imagery wind indicators studied are: convective systems, flow over and around mountains and islands,
sunlight phenomena, fog, dust and smoke. Written by Vincent 1. Oliver and prepared by NOAAJNational Environmental
Satellite, Data and Information Service (NESDIS) Satellite Applications Lab. Cost: $84.00; $70.00 for NWA members.
Script-Slide Publication 1-91, Satellite Imagery Indicators of Turbulence, April 1991, ISBN 1-883563-08-9,
contains 71 (35mm) slides and accompanying text describing satellite imagery signatures relating to clear air
turbulence (CAT) and mountain wave turbulence. Written by Gary Ellrod and prepared by NOANNational Environmental
Satellite, Data and Information Service (NESDIS) Satellite Applications Lab. Cost: $84.00; $70.00 for NW A members.
Monograph 1-93, A Comprehensive Glossary of Weather Terms for Storm Spotters, May 1993 , ISBN 1-883563-09-7, by
Michael L. Branick. Provides a comprehensive reference written in "layman's terms" for standardization of definitions used in
storm spotting, analysis, forecasting and broadcasting. Cost: $9.00; $6.00 for NWA members.
Publication 1-95, Imaging Capabilities of the GOES I-AI Satellites, March 1995, ISBN 1-883563-10-0, contains 34 (35mm)
slides and comprehensive captions describing the improved imaging capabilities of the GOES I-M satellites as shown by
GOES-8 . The script/slide set includes examples of full-disk imagery in all five channels, standard image sectors, a brief
explanation of calibration procedures, comparisons with GOES-VAS for four channels and some specialized applications such
as detection of fog, forest fires, urban heat islands, sea surface temperature patterns and severe storms. This script/slide
training program was written by Gary Ellrod and Jim Nelson of the NOAA! National Environmental Satellite, Data, and
Information Service/ Satellite Applications Laboratory. Cost: $40.00 for nonmembers; $33.00 for NWA members.
All prices include U.S. Postal Service shipping and handling within the U.S. Send prepaid orders to: National Weather
Association Publications, 6704 Wolke Court, Montgomery, Alabama 36116-2134. TeIIFAX: (334) 213-0388; e-mail:
NatWeaAsoc@aol.com. Information on shipping costs outside U.S. provided on request.

